Preserve All of McConnell Reserve for All our futures

Key issues for submission - McConnell Reserve Marino SA
December 2020
Residents’ rejection of Proposed Land Sale of McConnell Reserve (Western
portion) by City of Marion Council
Key Issues for preparing a submission - Executive summary
The information set out here is a way for anyone writing a submission to see how the proposal for
revocation of McConnell reserves (west):
-

Flies in the face of Marion Council’s document Open Space Plan 2018-2028
Dismisses the community wish for McConnell reserve to be retained as a whole and
renovated
Contradicts SA government documents
And ignores evidenced research
Contradicts Council resolution in 2017

The key issues identified here (though not exhaustive) are:
-

Poor community/council collaboration and engagement
Lack of easily accessible open level space in Marino given the topography
Reserve has been neglected by Council particularly the western side no wonder it looks
redundant
Friends of McConnell reserve proposal for renovation of whole of McConnell reserve
ignored by Marion Council
Upkeep and Cost of maintenance of McConnell reserve – short term opportunity costs vs
importance of open space for health and wellbeing of the whole community
Importance of open space for environmental sustainability
Future demographics/development
Possible outcomes for the reserve

The key issues have been drawn from:
-

-

the Council’s document Open Space Plan 2018-2028;
the Council’s brochure “Proposed land sale – western portion Nov 2020”’
comments by Councillor Tim Gard, Coastal Ward Councillor in 2017
comments by Councillor Tim Gard in correspondence to Travis Smith Friends of McConnell
reserve (2020)
Marino residents concerns expressed by Travis Smith Friends of McConnell reserve
5049 community concerns expressed by David Bradshaw President of the 5049 Community
www.5049coastalcommunity.com/mcconnell-reserve--open-space.html
SA Government documents Govt of South Australia & Australian Institute of Landscape
Architects (2019) Creating Greener Places for Healthy and Sustainable Communities Ideas
for Quality Green Public Space”
Greener Spaces Better Places” (2020) RMIT University, Melbourne
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-

Benchmarks for land cover in Australian capital cities 2016-17. Where should all the trees
go?/Marco Amati
We’re investing heavily in urban greening, so how are our cities doing? The Conversation
September 27, 2017

See Reference list

City of Marion Open Space Plan 2018-2028 p.2 states:
In the future, areas of the City of Marion will subject to increasing housing densities … Council
will need to proactively respond to higher density urban development in these areas and
influence the appropriate provision and quality of open space and lifestyle opportunities.
It is important to not only have a good provision of open space but also consider the quality of
the city’s reserves to provide flexible open space that compensates for the lack of private open
space.
Access to local parks that provide opportunities for play, recreational fitness activities and nonorganised sport will be key design elements to create liveable communities.
Consideration will need to be given to the population and the character of the surrounding area
when planning for open space developments.

Key issues
Poor community/council collaboration and engagement
City of Marion Open Space Plan 2018-2028 p.2
Focus Area: Partnership Projects
Objectives: Develop partnerships to support the delivery of open spaces to maximise
community outcomes
Tim Gard Coastal Ward Councillor City of Marion September 2017 states:
-

“Following further talks with residents of Marino, I changed my view and I’ve managed to
successfully move at Council, at least a temporary retention of the western part of the
McConnell Avenue Reserve. My thinking evolved to progressing with improvement of the
eastern portion of the Reserve before assessing the future of the western side”

Community concerns:
Travis Smith spokesperson for the Friends of McConnell (2020)
-

-

Council have repeatedly ignored to engage with the community on the idea we (Friends of
McConnell) proposed in 2017. We are asking the Council to reframe their position and
engage actively with the community on the future of the whole of the reserve, not just half of
it.
We are extremely disappointed after the tremendous effort by our community in 2017 to
campaign and lobby for retention of the whole of the existing reserve, both sides.
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The Council have gone back on their commitment in 2017 to upgrade the eastern side before
considering potential sale of the western side.
Our vision is to combine the 2 halves and make it a much more usable and attractive space
for all the community
We would like to work collaboratively with Council and the wider community on achieving
this.

David Bagshaw President of the 5049 Coastal Community Association (2020)
-

… despite our efforts we have received minimal engagement on the whole process despite
assurances back in 2017.
The current consultation process is the absolute minimum and is more inform and seek
feedback than real engagement with a community that sees the bigger picture.
We will be encouraging the whole community to get behind this campaign.

Issue: Lack of open level space in Marino
City of Marion Open Space Plan 2018-2028 p.2 sets out:
Focus Area: Low Open space areas
Objectives: Improve the provision of open space in the areas with low provision across the
city

McConnell
Reserve

Ref: City of Marion Open Space Plan 2018-2028 Coastal Ward Open Space Snapshot January 2020 p.7

Tim Gard Coastal Ward Councillor City of Marion
25 November 2020 letter to Friends of McConnell
-

Marino is blessed with more open space in and around the suburb than any other suburb I
know in the metropolis, including beaches, conservation parks, the coastal walkway, large
reserve and Kauri Parade sporting complex.
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Community concerns:
Travis Smith spokesperson for the Friends of McConnell
-

It is very short sighted for a council that is financially well off, to sell 50% of an asset for
minimal return without looking at the overall potential for this reserve to become more than
just a local reserve in an area that is undersupplied with level usable open space.

David Bagshaw President of the 5049 Coastal Community Association
-

-

We are … underprovided for with accessible level open space in Marino/Seacliff
Whilst Marino has a good deal of green open space and coastal reserves; the
proportion of level accessible open space is comparatively small. Marino only has
approximately 5 % accessible public open space, significantly less than adjoining
suburbs.
Due to the terrain, Railway corridor barrier and limited level of level useable improved open
space it is clear that to remove 50 % of a strategically valuable level open space at the top of
Marino with million dollar views

It is worth noting the reserves in terms of amenity and accessibility:
Nimboya reserve – relatively level reserve adjacent the railway line at bottom of the eastern hill,
focus on small children, with power and water,, seating, with trees natural shade but no shade over
play area, reasonable irrigation no toilet
Robertson Reserve – sloping natural vegetation reserve, no irrigation or amenities ( no seat even) so
very low contribution to passive or active recreation.
Bandon Terrace Reserve – Largest Reserve west of the Railway line 50% sloping and 50% undulating,
recent upgrade to playground basket ball/net ball and cricket net and partial irrigation BBQ Shelter
water , power provisions, but no Toilet.
Newlands Ave Linear Reserve -Only amenity is a shelter with fixed table and seats plus a seat in the
open. There is a water point but no tap. No real level space or activity nodes. No investment for
many years. Limited connectivity or activation. Adjoining the Marino station Car park there is a good
dealm of open space which is undeveloped with some level area..( possibly allowance for future
carpark expansion?) Unclear which is council public open space and which is private. There is a
fenced off ware at the Northern end which is clearly Transport controlled.
Newlands Ave Reserve -70% natural vegetation ( unirrigated) and not an active space. 30 % Marino
Community Garden which is very active but is specialised use with minimal active space for general
community. Water available, no power or toilet
Nearby Reserves CoHB
 John Mathewen Reserve – much loved and missed reserve removed for the Tennis/Hockey
centre . Small children’s playground provided north of the car park , has a table and seating
no shelter or amenities
 Les Scott Reserve - un improved reserve with small casual bmx track , no amenities.
Whilst Marino has a good deal of green open space and coastal reserves; the proportion of level accessible
open space is comparatively small. Marino only has approximately 5 % accessible/usable open space
significantly less than adjoining Suburbs.
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Gradients
See these definitions
o 0%: A flat road
o 1-3%: Slightly uphill but not particularly challenging. A bit like riding into the wind.
o 4-6%: A manageable gradient that can cause fatigue over long periods.
o 7-9%: Starting to become uncomfortable for seasoned riders, and very challenging
o
o

for new climbers.
10%-15%: A painful gradient, especially if maintained for any length of time
16%+: Very challenging for riders of all abilities. Maintaining this sort of incline for
any length of time is very painful.

The gradient around Marino is over 12%.
Therefore, walking between reserves in Marino is not practical, especially families on foot.
Due to the terrain, Railway corridor barrier and limited level of level useable improved open space it is clear
that to remove 50 % of a strategically valuable level open space at the top of Marino with million dollar views
is really short sighted.

Issue: Reserve has been neglected by Council particularly the western side
City of Marion Open Space Plan 2018-2028 p.2
Focus Area: Open space activities
Objectives: Create a vibrant city through the development, irrigation and renewal of open
space to encourage active and healthy lifestyles and connect communities
City of Marion McConnell Avenue Reserve Notice of Proposed Sale November 2020
-

This land (western portion of McConnell Avenue Reserve) is considered to be underutilised …
There are currently minimal facilities on this portion of the reserve, and it is underutilised.

Tim Gard Coastal Ward Councillor City of Marion
25 November 2020 letter to Friends of McConnell
-

My observations over the years have spotted very few people ever walking onto the western
side of McConnell Street Reserve

Community concerns:
Travis Smith spokesperson for the Friends of McConnell
-

Underutilisation of the reserve has been caused by council neglect over the years. Council has
not renewed facilities and now there are even less than there were several years ago.
General maintenance of the reserve is largely left to resident volunteers.

David Bagshaw President of the 5049 Coastal Community Association
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-

Whilst currently neglected and underdeveloped it has great potential to be more than just a
local reserve, with so little accessible and level open space in our area.

Issue: Friends of McConnell reserve proposal for renovation of whole of McConnell
reserve ignored by Marion Council
City of Marion Open Space Plan 2018-2028 p.2 sets out:
Focus Area: Partnership Projects
Objectives: Develop partnerships to support the delivery of open spaces to maximise
community outcomes
www.5049coastalcommunity.com/mcconnell-reserve--open-space.html
-

-

-

The Friends of McConnell have repeatedly approached council for support in maintaining and
activating the reserve as a whole to no avail. Again a minimum consultation period is given on
a matter with a business as usual approach to “inform and listen” without real engagement or
participation in the briefing and design process, with a community that has clearly
demonstrated a willingness to collaborate and partner with Council on a solution.
Council has had 3 years to respond to the community who invested significant time and
professionalism into their campaign to save McConnell. The community has made their position
and views quite clear and Council have once again not respected that effort or honoured the
commitment they made in 2017 with more that business as usual approach for something so
important.
There was no prior warning of the recent motion not even from Administration
We were also open to discuss the best strategic placement of the multipurpose court within
Marino as it would appear that only 1 is envisaged...however this was dismissed.
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Issue: Upkeep and Cost of maintenance of McConnell reserve – short term opportunity
costs vs importance of open space for health and wellbeing of the whole community
City of Marion Open Space Plan 2018-2028 p.2
Focus Area: Environmental needs (People and Nature)
Objectives: Strengthen biodiversity, ecosystems and natural settings for our residents and
the environment.
Tim Gard Coastal Ward Councillor City of Marion
25 November 2020 letter to Friends of McConnell
-

I find it hard to see fit to promote the holding of land that I see as redundant to the true needs
of local residents, of whom I am one.
Overall, I see the opportunity cost of holding the western portion of the Reserve, combined with
the cost of making the facility good and safe, to be well over $1m
This is a luxury that simply cannot be justified in my view and in the minds of many others.

Importance of open space for health and wellbeing of the whole community
Govt of South Australia & Australian Institute of Landscape Architects (2019) “Creating Greener
Places for Healthy and Sustainable Communities Ideas for Quality Green Public Space”
Stephen Wade MLC Minister for Health and Wellbeing & David Speirs MP Minister for
Environment and Water
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We are proud that South Australia is recognised as a healthy, liveable and sustainable place
to live, work and play. We understand the critical role our natural environment plays in
supporting the health and wellbeing of our communities. Increasing the amount of accessible
quality green space is one way we can ensure South Australia remains a great and healthy
place to live … It will also ensure that our urban landscapes are more resilient and able to
perform better under the challenges of a changing climate and growing population.

Green spaces are critical for providing healthy places for people, wildlife, trees and plants.
They provide many advantages including: improved physical and mental health and
wellbeing, improved community and social connectedness, opportunities for sport and
recreation activities, preservation of natural environments, climate change adaptation
benefits …

Issue: importance of open space for environmental sustainability
In relation to Adelaide’s green cover, “Benchmarks for land cover in Australian capital cities
2016-17” found Adelaide to have the second poorest green cover per capita in Australia:

Ref: Benchmarks for land cover in Australian capital cities 2016-17. Where should all the trees go?/Marco Amati
We’re investing heavily in urban greening, so how are our cities doing? The Conversation September 27, 2017

Marco Amati, Alex Saunders, Bryan Boruff, Drew Devereux, Kath Phelan, Peter Caccetta, We’re
investing heavily in urban greening, so how are our cities doing?” CSIROScope 27 September 2017

RMIT University, Melbourne Greener Spaces Better Places” (2020)
An assessment of urban forest cover and management for Australian suburbs identified:
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Ref: Hurley, J., et al. (2020) Where will all the trees be? - an assessment of urban forest cover and management for
Australian cities, RMIT University, Melbourne and Greener Spaces Better Places.

Ref: Hurley, J., et al. (2020) Where will all the trees be? - an assessment of urban forest cover and management for
Australian cities, RMIT University, Melbourne and Greener Spaces Better Places.
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Ref: Hurley, J., et al. (2020) Where will all the trees be? - an assessment of urban forest cover and management for
Australian cities, RMIT University, Melbourne and Greener Spaces Better Places.

Issue: Future demographics/development
Open space for future generations
David Bagshaw President of the 5049 Coastal Community Association

-

-

-

The diversity of our population and number of young families is increasing in the area,
particularly as the new Seacliff Park Development is now proceeding; there will be
potentially 600 more homes in our suburb as well as the impact of the new planning
and design code allowing more subdivisions.
Our population could double in the next 10-15 years, and the new developments will
only provide the minimum space so will not compensate for our current (open space)
under-provision.
Council appear not to have taken this into account in their deliberations, or if they have
they haven’t shared it with us.
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Possible outcomes for the reserve
Travis Smith spokesperson for the Friends of McConnell
-

This should be a destination reserve for the whole community, as well as a local reserve.
Our vision is to combine the 2 halves and make it a much more usable and attractive space for
all the community as a unique reserve with one of the best views in Adelaide
We would like to work collaboratively with Council on the wider community on achieving this.
We had support from David Speirs and Nicole Flint last time so are hopeful they will support us
again.
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